Using ideas from algebraic coding theory, a general notion of a derivation set for a projective plane is introduced. Certain geometric codes are used to locate such sets. These codes also lead to upper bounds for the p-ranks of incidence matrices of translation planes in terms of the dimensions of the associated codes.
Introduction.
The main purpose of this paper is to place the notion of a derivation set for a nite projective plane in a coding-theoretic setting. In doing so, we expand on a remark made in 1] concerning \generalized derivations" for translation planes. Although the notion of a derivation set is of a general nature, applying to any projective plane, its most frequent use has been in the construction of translation planes. We choose, therefore, to link these two topics, thus naturally introducing certain geometric codes. These codes then yield an upper bound for the p-rank of an incidence matrix of a translation plane|of order a power of p|in terms of the dimension of the associated geometric code.
In 18, Theorem 5] Ostrom de ned a very general notion of derivation for projective planes;
with the help of geometric or combinatorial arguments, new planes have been constructed using this notion, but most of the new planes involve the choice of a Baer segment of a line as a derivation set. The theory of projective planes proposed in 1], involving codes associated with the plane and its a ne parts, leads naturally to a notion of a derivation set that is less general than that proposed by Ostrom, but more general than the geometric derivations most frequently used. Our de nition (see Section 4) involves describing a subset D of points of a line L of a projective plane with code C as a derivation set if there exists a set of constant vectors in C + C ? , all of the same weight, all with D in the support, and any two having at most one common point o L in their supports. In fact, from our de nition it follows that for a plane of order p 2 , p a prime, the only possible non-trivial derivation sets are the Baer segments and that for planes of prime order, there are no non-trivial derivation sets at all. *This research was supported in part by the Institute for Mathematics and its Applications with funds provided by the National Science Foundation.
Concerning bounds, we show in 1] that the incidence matrix of any a ne translation plane of order q = p s , where p is a prime, has rank over F p bounded above by q + q 2 ? dim(B(F q jF p )) where B(F q jF p ) is the code over F p of the design of points and s-ats of the a ne geometry AG 2s (F p ). We can write this upper bound as q + dim(B(F q jF p ) ? ). We show here (see Section 3, Theorem 2) that B(F q jF p ) ? is the code spanned by all vectors of the form v X ? v Y , where X and Y are parallel s-ats and v Z denotes the characteristic function of a subset Z of points. Denoting this latter code by E(F q jF p ), this bound has a re nement for translation planes with \kern" (see 16 17] , or Section 3). The (a ne) ranks lie between 81 (the desarguesian) and 105 (the Lorimer and the derived semi-eld planes), with the 2-dimensional planes having rank 97. We do not, unfortunately, have any instances of planes meeting these new bounds, but if there were any such planes, they would all be linearly equivalent (see Section 2), just as in the case of dimension equal to q + dim(B(F q jF p ) ? ). The formulae for the dimension of the spaces B(F q jF) and E(F q jF) given by Delsarte 6] and Hamada 9] (see also 1, Appendix I]) are di cult to work with. We quote a formula, due to Key and Mackenzie 13], for dim(B(F q jF p )) that is easy to use, but we do not have an easy-to-use formula for dim(E(F q jF)) in the general case.
Preliminaries.
We will adhere to the notation of 1] which we now brie y review. Let be an arbitrary projective plane of order n, p a prime dividing n. Set N = n 2 + n + 1 and view F N p as the vector space of all functions from the point set of to the eld F p . Let C p ( ) be the subspace of F N p generated by the characteristic functions of the lines of , C p ( ) ? the orthogonal to C p ( ) under the standard inner product, and set B p ( ) = C p ( )+C p ( ) ? .
It is shown in 1] that B p ( ) has minimum weight n + 1 and that the minimal-weight vectors are precisely the scalar multiples of the characteristic functions of the lines of . If is an a ne plane of order n and p a prime dividing n, we make analogous de ni- where l and m are parallel lines of , and, under the isomorphism of C( ) onto C, v l will correspond to a vector v X that is a generator of B(F q jF), these being the only (up to scalar multiples) weight-q vectors of B(F q jF). Since dim(H) = dim(Hull( )) = dim(C( )) ? q, the required inequality follows. Moreover, equality implies that H = E(F q jF), and hence any two a ne translation planes contained in B(F q jF) and meeting the bound have hulls isomorphic to E(F q jF), and hence are linearly equivalent.
In order to show that the bound is, in fact, the same as that of 1] for F = F p , we rst determine B(F q jF p ) ? . The following result is implicit in the work of Delsarte 6 ], but, for the convenience of the reader, we include a proof. Note that a neat proof, via the modular algebra approach to Reed-Muller codes, can be found in 5, Chapter 3] . Theorem 2. B(F q jF p ) ? = E(F q jF p ).
Proof. First of all, it is clear that the generators of E(F q jF), for any sub eld F of F q , are in B(F q jF p ) ? , since an s-at of V meets any two parallel s-ats in the same number of points modulo p ; i. e. in one point of each at of the parallel class when the corresponding subspaces have intersection f0g, and in the empty set, or a power of p points, otherwise. Thus E(F q jF p ) B(F q jF p ) ? .
To prove equality we will prove that the two dimensions are equal. We use the radix-p form of the dimensions of E(F q jF p ) = E and B(F q jF p ) = B as given by Delsarte 6] .
There it is shown that, for q = p s , the dimension of B is equal to the number of integers z with 1 z < p 2s that \contain", in the sense of Delsarte, s multiples of (p ? 1) , and that the dimension of E is equal to the number of integers z with 1 z < p 2s that \properly contain" s multiples of (p ? 1). (In Delsarte's notation B is C p?1 (1; 1; : : : ; 1) with s ones and E is C 1 (1; 1; : : : ; 1) with s + 1 ones.) More generally, for the moment, let z be a positive integer with p-ary expansion z = P 1 i=0 a i p i where, of course, 0 a i < p and almost all a i are 0. For z to contain (p ? 1) k times we must be able to write a i = a (1) i + + a 4. Derivation Sets.
Let be an arbitrary projective plane of order n, and p a prime dividing n. Let Section 5) . Notice that one could, of course, carry out the above construction using two or more disjoint derivation sets on the line L: for example, the Hall plane of order 16 can be obtained from PG 2 (F 16 ) by using two disjoint Baer segments. Perhaps a more exact term for the above notion would be \primitive derivation". However, this notion does explain why Baer segments appeared so frequently as derivation sets; the next proposition, which is a direct consequence of 1, Lemma 2] , makes the point. Proposition 1. For a plane of prime order there do not exist non-trivial derivation sets.
For a plane whose order is a square of a prime, the only possible non-trivial derivation sets are Baer segments. The \classical" derivation uses a Baer segment, D, of L and a collection of Baer subplanes having L as a line and D as the intersection of L with the Baer subplanes; this is, of course, one of our cases, but there are other cases as well. Our de nition suggests looking for derivation sets under mild, algebraic-coding-theoretic constraints, whereas the broader de nition of Ostrom tice that for a ne planes we use \Baer subplane" to mean a subplane coming from the projective completion and having the line at in nity as a line.
2) For a translation plane of order q = p s given by the spread fS 0 ; S 1 ; : : : ; S q g (that is, (q + 1) s-dimensional subspaces of V with S i \ S j = f0g for i 6 = j), a Baer subplane corresponds to a translate of an s-dimensional subspace T with dim(S i \ T) = s 2 or 0 for all i. show that this structure is an a ne plane of order 2 s . Now S has 2 2s points and 2 2s +2 s blocks, each of size 2 s . We show that any two points of S are on exactly one block of S: let P and Q be distinct points of S, not together on a line through P 0 or Q 0 . The set of images of O 0 under the subgroup of elations of H forms a parallel class of blocks, so we can assume that P is on some Q. If Q is also on Q, then we have a block through P and Q; if Q is not on Q then form the lines PQ 0 and QP 0 and let them intersect at R. Let S be the point of intersection of QP 0 and Q. Then there is a homology in H with centre P 0 and axis PQ 0 that maps S to Q, and hence maps the oval Q to one through P and Q. Thus any two points of S are on at least one block, and now a count of (pairs of points, block)-intersections, in two ways, yields that any two points are together on exactly one block. The set thus gives the required set of ovals.
Remarks. 1) If one takes = PG 2 (F 2 s ) and for the oval O 0 a conic plus nucleus, with the nucleus either P 0 or Q 0 , then the derivation is taking place inside B(F 2 s jF 2 ): for the conic given by x 2 = yz, with h(0; 0; 1) 0 i for the line L at in nity, contains the point h(0; 1; 0)i = P 0 of L, and its nucleus is Q 0 = h(1; 0; 0)i, which is again on L. In the a ne plane with point set f(a; b; 1)ja; b 2 F 2 s g, the conic consists of the points f(t; t 2 ; 1)jt 2 F 2 s g. Since we are in characteristic p = 2, this set is an s-dimensional subspace over F 2 .
2) It follows also (and the calculation is similar) that a conic plus nucleus will be furnished by a minimal-weight vector of B(F 2 s jF 2 ) if and only if its nucleus is at in nity. Thus the derivation, even if we restrict to ovals coming from conics, may not be taking place in B(F 2 s jF 2 ), but in B(AG 2 (F 2 s ) ). Moreover, not all ovals come from conics when s > 3: see, for example, 10].
3) Another similarity with the derivation coming from Baer subplanes is that, in the new projective plane, one has the property that any line of L that has been discarded, together with the points P 0 and Q 0 on the new line at in nity, becomes an oval of the new plane.
4)
We do not know whether or not there is a D which, for our derivation set of cardinality 2 s ?1, will yield a new non-desarguesian projective plane. Any D produced as in the proof of Theorem 3 will yield a translation plane coordinatized by a near eld with multiplicative group isomorphic to that of the near eld of the original plane, for the new projective plane with the new line M at in nity has, in its automorphism group G, all central collineations with centre P 0 and axis through Q 0 , and thus, by 7; x3. the group G(P 0 ; L ) of homologies with centre P 0 and axis L through Q 0 , and this, by our construction, is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of the original coordinatizing near eld. Thus when the near eld is a eld, the new plane is desarguesian, however one chooses the oval. We have not investigated any other case. We end by remarking that one could work in B(F q s jF q ), getting similar counts and possibilities.
